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 CoVer:
• Dimman lätter (liFting Fog), 1981 •

Charcoal on paper, 24.5 x 19.25"

• VårDimma (Spring miSt), 1992 •
Charcoal on paper, 24 x 19"
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Complexity • Fragility • Beauty
Works on paper by gunnar norrman

unnar Norrman’s serene landscapes in-
vite you to take a step closer; to lean in 
and explore their delicate details and 
surprising vastness. His landscapes 

stretch well beyond the edges of the 
composition, turning a two-inch area into a broad 
expanse. These scenes transport you to Lomma, the 
town in southern Sweden where the artist lived much 
of his life and a town characterized by its proximity 
to The Sound, the strait that separates the Danish 
island Zealand from the southern Swedish province 
of Scania.
 Norrman draws influence not only from his sur-
roundings and background in botany but also from 
the ideas and values of Chinese ink painters. Song 
Dynasty (960-1279) landscape painters placed as 
much importance on empty spaces as they did on 
the intricacies of a jagged mountainside. A moody 
fog spilling over a landscape fills the scene with a 
quietude and mystery. Chinese ink landscapes ex-
plored the idea of Man’s smallness in Nature and 
served to facilitate the viewer’s contemplation and 
reflection. If and when figures appeared among the 
trees and hills, they were always dwarfed by the mag-
nitude of the natural world.
 In Norrman’s work, there are rarely signs of hu-
man activity. While the sailboats and houses that 
sometimes appear serve as a reference point for the 
scale of the scene, they are often off in the distance 
or engulfed by the sky. The evidence of humankind 

does not work against Nature, but coexists harmoni-
ously. Never does the artist show people in a flurry of 
activity or speeding cars disrupting the quietude.
 Much of the hush in Norrman’s landscapes is a 
result of the expansive sky. In Strandbrink (#732, 
drypoint), more than half of the composition is left 
open. Rather than leaving the scene “unfinished,” 
the black sky creates an atmosphere of mystery and 
draws the viewer toward a space further away that we 
have yet to explore. As the Dao De Jing (Tao Te Ch-
ing) says, “If you want to become full, first let yourself 
become empty.” Much like the scholar-artists of the 
Song Dynasty, Norrman’s far-reaching scenes call 
attention to the minuteness of Man, allowing us to 
empty ourselves in order to contemplate both the 
scene in front of us and also what lies beyond.
 Technique is a large part of what makes Nor-
rman’s work so evocative. He worked mainly in pencil, 
charcoal, and drypoint; each medium allowing him 
to evoke different levels of detail. His pencil draw-
ings are subtle and intricate while the forms in his 
charcoal drawings are often distinguished only by 
tonal differences. Norrman applied charcoal very 
delicately, allowing the grain of the paper to create 
the texture of trees and soil.
 His drypoint works were usually based on draw-
ings and printed by Norrman and his wife, Ulla. Nor-
rman was an expert of drypoint, a technique often 
avoided due to its difficulty and fragility. To create 
these pieces, Norrman etched into a copper plate 
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• lönnFrukter (maple Fruit), 1986 •
pencil on paper, 4 x 4" 
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with a drypoint needle 
— a tool with a dia-
mond or sharp steel 
tip — creating ridges, 
or burrs. Then, ink 
was applied to the 
plate and wiped away, 
leaving ink only in the 
recesses.However, un-
like many other print-
ing techniques, the 
burrs allowed for a subtle bleeding of the ink, creat-
ing much of the “atmospheric” qualities character-
istic of Norrman’s aesthetic. The plate would then 
be pressed, transferring the ink to paper.
 While Strandbrink shows Norrman’s rendering 
of atmospheric haze in his drypoint works, many 
of his charcoal pieces show even more haziness. 
Both Höstkväll (1986, charcoal) and Vårdimma 
(1992, charcoal) are wonderful examples of this. 
In Höstkväll, the artist has used very light shading 
to give a weight and mood to the sky. The shading 
evokes the humidity of early fall slowly lifting at dusk. 
In Vårdimma, he has shaded the upper and lower 
portions of the piece and left the middle portion 
much lighter. This creates a sort of enveloping 
quality in the sky, as if the sun is just beginning to 
set and night is slowly creeping in.
 When Norrman is not creating vast, moody 
landscapes, he employs astonishing detail. Much 
like his landscapes, these pieces place care and 
importance on Nature. Whereas Norrman some-
times creates whole forests with the slightest vari-
ation in tone, he also opens our eyes to the intrica-
cies of the natural world. In school, Norrman first 
focused on science — especially botany — before 
finding his way to art. His interest in the anato-
my of Nature is evident in his depictions of plants  
and flowers.

 The pencil draw-
ing Lönnfrukter (1986) 
is a fine example of 
Norrman’s careful at-
tention to the specifi-
cations of the natural 
world. The artist shows 
us a cluster of maple 
fruit seeds, taking care 
to depict the veins on 
each prong as well as 

the darker, more substantial center where the seed 
is housed. Though this may seem like a sharp con-
trast to the open spaces of his landscapes, his atten-
tion to detail also shows a reverence for Nature and 
invites viewers to contemplate something that may 
otherwise be overlooked. Through these two types of 
works, Norrman asks us to recognize our smallness in 
Nature and invites us to admire its complexities.
 These intricacies appear not only in his close 
up depictions of vegetation, but also in Norrman’s 
drypoint landscapes. The artist evokes the barrenness 
of trees with astonishing detail in Vårmorgon (#353). 
Each branch is etched with diligence, highlighting 
the individual knots and bends of each stem. The 
ground, almost echoing the fruitless trees, is carefully 
crosshatched to various shades, drawing you in to 
examine each corner.
 Whether through hazy, blurred forests or precise, 
meticulously drawn flowers, Gunnar Norrman ex-
plores Nature from every angle, placing Man as the 
outside observer. We as viewers are asked not only 
to contemplate the scene, but also to reflect on our 
own relationship to Nature and its complexity, fragil-
ity, and beauty.

 • KAy CADENA, OCTOBER 2013 •

Kay Cadena is the Gallery Registrar at Pucker Gallery. She studied 
Art History and Asian Studies at Swarthmore College. She grew 
up on the West Coast and is enjoying life in New England.

• Vårmorgon (Spring morning), 1973 •
Drypoint on paper, 14/15, 7.75 x 5.5", #353
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• HöStkVäll (Fall eVening), 1986 •
Charcoal on paper, 11.25 x 8.25"

• Hamninlopp (HarBor entranCe), 1949 •
lithograph on paper, 13/25, 6.25 x 12.25", #63
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• enSamma Strån • 
(SparSe graSSeS), 1960 

Drypoint on paper, 12/15, 4.25 x 2.75”, 
#180a

• StranDBrink (BeaCH eDge) •
Drypoint on paper, 20 ex., 5 x 7.75", #732

• Strågrupp (ColleCtion oF graSSeS), 1973 •
pencil on paper, 9.5 x 6.5"

• Julkortet (tHe CHriStmaS CarD), 1955 •
lithograph on paper, 50 ex., 3.25 x 4.5", #121
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• mot HaVet (toWarD tHe Sea), 1982 •
Drypoint on paper, 9/15, 4 x 5.5”, #575

• VinterStånDare • 
(Winter plantS), 1954

lithograph on paper, c. 50 ex., 3.75 x 3”, #113

 • DunBollar (puFFBallS), 1981 •
pencil on paper, 9.25 x 6.5"

• VinterSol (Winter Sun), 1960 •
Drypoint on paper, 50 ex., 3.5 x 2.75", #180
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• BrittSommar (inDian Summer), 1993 •
Drypoint on paper, 10/10, 4.75 x 6.75", #876

• i port mauBert (in port mauBert), 1982 •
pencil on paper, 4.75 x 8.25"

• Slätten (plain), 1961 •
Drypoint on paper, 40 ex., 2 x 2.75", #195
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• SnöSmältning (tHaWing SnoW), 1957 •
lithograph on paper, 15/25, 11.25 x 18", #134

• SkogSglänta (glaDe), 1986 •
Conté crayon on paper, 7.75 x 5.5"
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• FiSkeBåtar, granDCamp (FiSHing BoatS, granDCamp), 1971 •
Drypoint on paper, 7/20, 4 x 5.5", #319

• mot HaVet i (toWarD tHe Sea i), 1990 •
Drypoint on paper, 45 ex., 3.25 x 2.25", #829

• i lyktSken (in lampligHt), 1943 •
Charcoal on paper, 12.5 x 16"
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• FiSkaren (FiSHerman), 1982 •
pencil on paper, 4 x 5.5"

• Från FouraS (From FouraS), 1988 •
pencil on paper, 5.5 x 7.75"

• ruinStaD (toWn ruinS), 1985 •
Drypoint on paper, 22/22, 4.5 x 5.75", #704

• FranSk Bygata (FrenCH Village Street), 1987 •
Drypoint on paper, 1/20, 3.75 x 4.75", #743
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• VattenSpegling (reFleCtion), 1971 •
Drypoint on paper, 15 ex., 5.75 x 4.25", #326 

• BlommanDe Slån (Blooming BlaCktHorn), 1985 •
Drypoint on paper, 19/20, 6.5 x 9", #686

• BJörnBärSkViSt (BlaCkBerry BougH), 1983 •
Drypoint on paper, 1/26, 7.25 x 5.5", #630
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• Strån (graSSeS), 1991 •
Drypoint on paper, 22 ex., 3.25 x 2.5", #854

• opuntia, 1953 •
lithograph on paper, 10/20, 4.75 x 7", #101

• HögSommar (tHe HeigHt oF Summer), 1990 •
Drypoint on paper, 15/15, 8.75 x 6.75", #815
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• grenVerk (BranCHeS), 1972 •
Drypoint on paper, 17/20, 5.75 x 7.75", #343

• maSkroSBollar (DanDelion BallS), 1954 •
pencil on paper, 11.25 x 7.5"

• VitSippa, 1957 •
pencil on paper, 6.75 x 4"
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• mJölkört (CHamænerion), 1965 •
Drypoint on paper, 1/12, 9.25 x 6.25", #246

• VinterStånDare (Winter Vegetation), 1958 •
lithograph on paper, 2/30, 11.75 x 7.25", #143

• ulex, 1974 •
Drypoint on paper, 15/15, 5.75 x 8", #370
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• träD mot Bergen (tree FaCing mountainS), 1982 •
pencil on paper, 7.75 x 5.5"

• i träDgårDen, (in tHe garDen), 1992 •
Charcoal on paper, 14 x 17.75"

• Blåklint (CornFloWer), 1974 •
pencil on paper, 7.25 x 4.75"
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• träD ViD HaVet (treeS By tHe Sea), 1977 •
pencil on paper, 6.5 x 9.5"

• FruktSkål (Fruit BoWl), 1982 •
pencil on paper, 4.25 x 4.25"

• azalea, 1985 •
Drypoint on paper, 7/15, 11.5 x 8.75", #685
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1912 Born in malmö, Sweden
1930 Begins natural sciences studies at university of 

lund, Sweden
1931 Settles in lomma, Sweden
 assistant at the Botanical museum in lund
1934 Debuts as a painter and graphic artist at 

the annual exhibition of the Scanian art 
association, malmö

1938 receives Bachelor of Science degree from the 
university of lund

1939 First travels abroad to paris, France, participates 
in young graphic artists exhibition at the 
national museum, Stockholm, Sweden

1940 Conscripted for military service
1941 audits courses at the etching School of the 

royal academy, Stockholm

 relinquishes painting for graphics and drawing

1951 marries ulla Sylvén
1958 awarded a grant from the king gustav Vi adolf 

70th Birthday trust
1964 participates in a traveling exhibition of Swedish 

graphic art in the Soviet union

1968 participates in exhibitions of Swedish graphic 
art in united States

1971 participates in a traveling exhibition of Swedish 
graphic artists in France

 informal visit of king gustav Vi adolf to the 
artist’s studios in lomma

1976 Begins collaboration with galerie leger, malmö
1979 awarded the prince eugen medal
 illustrates the anthology of poems, naturen i 

våra hjärtan (nature in our Hearts)
1980 Works purchased by the metropolitan museum 

of art and the new york public library, new 
york, united States

1991 Works purchased by British museum, london, 
england

1997 Significant representation in modern 
Scandinavian prints exhibition at the British 
museum, london

2003 Catalogue raisonné published by Fitch-Febvrel 
gallery, new york

2005 Dies in malmö

• BiograpHy •
gunnar norrman

• kVäll i träDgårDen (eVening in tHe garDen), 1989 •
Charcoal on paper, 12 x 16"
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• SeleCteD exHiBitionS •

1942 museum of art, malmö, Sweden
1945 galleri lorensberg, göteborg, Sweden
1947 louis Hahne gallery, Stockholm, Sweden
1950 Scania museum of art, lund, Sweden
1952 Södertälje museum, Sweden
1955 SDS Hallen, malmö, Sweden
1965 krognoshuset, lund, Sweden 
1967 Höganäs museum, Höganäs, Sweden
1970 kalmar museum, kalmar, Sweden
 trelleborgs municipal museum, trelleborgs, 

Sweden
1971 galerie les Deux Îles, paris, France
1972 kristianstads museum, kristianstads, Sweden
1973 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
1975 konstnärshuset, Stockholm, Sweden 
1976 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
1977 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
1978 art 9, Basel, Switzerland
              galerie Haagen-müller, Copenhagen, Denmark
              galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
1979 Fischer Fine art, london, england
 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
 la FiaC, grand palais, paris, France
1980 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
1981 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
              galerie thomas, munich, germany
 galerie Ditesheim, neuchâtel, Switzerland
1982 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
             malmö konsthall, malmö, Sweden
 galerie Forum, Stockholm, Sweden
1983 Valley House gallery, Dallas, texas, uS
 gallery leger, malmö, Sweden
 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
 Staempfli gallery, new york, new york, uS
 gallery petit Formes, osaka, Japan
 palmer museum of art, university park, 

pennsylvania, uS
 museo rayo, roldanillo, Colombia
 gallery mikimoto, tokyo, Japan
 gage gallery, Washington, DC, uS
1984 galerie Brusberg, Berlin and Hanover, germany
 Fischer Fine art, london, england
1985 galleria Forni, Bologna and genoa, italy
 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
 galerie Ditesheim, neuchâtel, Switzerland

1986 pucker Safrai gallery, Boston,  
massachusetts, uS

 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
 galerie Claude Bernard, paris, France
 Varberg museum, Varberg, Sweden
1987 galerie olab, göteborg, Sweden
 gallery leger, malmö, Sweden
 galerie tempo, Stockholm, Sweden
 galerie Boibrino, Stockholm, Sweden
 galerie astley, uttersberg, Sweden
1988 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
 galerie leger, malmö, Sweden
 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
 galerie linné, uppsala, Sweden 
1989 galerie tempo, Stockholm, Sweden
1990 galerie Ditesheim, neuchâtel, Switzerland 
 grafiska Sällskapet, Stockholm, Sweden
1991 galerie Ditesheim, neuchâtel, Switzerland
 konstmuseet, ystad, Sweden
1992 galerie Vömel, Düsseldorf, germany
 malmö museum of art, malmö, Sweden
 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
1993 galerie lorensberg, göteborg, Sweden
1994 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
 konstnärshuset, Stockholm, Sweden
1995 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
 Höganäs museum, Höganäs, Sweden
 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
1996 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
1997 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
 galerie Sous le pass-partout, montreal, 

Canada
 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
 galerie astley, uttersberg, Sweden
1998 galleri linné, uppsala, Sweden
1999 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
 kulturmuseum, lomma, Sweden
2000 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
2002 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
 malmö museum of art, malmö, Sweden
2003 Fitch-Febvrel gallery, new york, new york, uS
2006 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
2009 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
2012 pucker gallery, Boston, massachusetts, uS
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Complexity • Fragility • Beauty
Works on paper by gunnar norrman

• eBBtiD (eBB tiDe), 1978 •
Drypoint on paper, 24/25, 6 x 9.5", #472

• DateS •
1 march through 30 march 2014

• opening reCeption •
1 march, 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm

the public is invited to attend.

PUCKER GALLERy
171 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617.267.9473
Fax: 617.424.9759
E-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

CHANGE SERVICE REqUESTED

Please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current  
and past exhibition catalogues, experience audio tours, 
and subscribe to the Artwork of the Week e-mail list.

GALLERy HOURS
Monday through Saturday 10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

We offer one free hour of validated parking at the  
200 Newbury Street Garage. The garage driving  
entrance is located on Exeter Street between  
Newbury and Boylston Streets. The nearest  
MBTA stop is Copley Station on the Green Line.

Pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston Art Dealers 
Association and the New England Appraisers Association.


